
COMMENTS
Principle 1 1) 2) 3)

Extremely important 

Less attention on generating 
wealth and more on faculty, staff 
and student needs

Principle 2 1) 2) 3)

Noise and traffic, 
access and safety are 
important!

The new neighbourhood should 
balance the stadium and 
residencial lifestyle 

Implement small urban projects 
(vegetation, brightness) that have 
proven to improve mental health 
and reduce stress and contribute 
to being a great neighbour

Extremely improtant
Protect natural and architectural 
assests, i.e. the old main library 

Affordable home ownership is 
critical! A number of units 
subsidised and reserved for staff 
and faculty

Hawthorn Neighborhood 
features should be acrried over 
to the Stadium N. A shuttle service is necessary

Create and develop a UBC 
neighbourhood shuttle 
Provide sufficient street light to 
ensure safety
On campus shuttle would be 
awesome!

Principle 3 1) 2) 3)

Not important
Dedicated neighbourhood for 
faculty, staff, and residents 

Opening a small-grant initiative 
for projects and research that 
benefits the community and 
involves the tritical mass at UBC 

Very important for 
the stadium

Create aspace for spporting 
mental health, i.e. space for 
learning life skills and building 
confidence 

Principle 4 1) 2) 3)

Very important for 
the stadium

Make promise to keep rodo 
woods area - don't chop down 
the trees on either side of the 
greenway

The thunderbird stadium should 
stay where it is as a heritage 
facility 

very important 
Principle 5 1) 2) 3)

Wesbrook Community Centre- September 30, 2017
Guiding Principles

Appendix IV 



Give money to 
cultural programs 
and venues on 
campus Second floor commercial space 
library 
Very important 

Principle 6 1) 2) 3)

Very important
Affordable housing for students 
as well as staff

Affordable hotels for parents 
visiting students

Extremely important
Guest suites for families in the 
new building and common space

Very important
Very important

Principle 7 1) 2) 3)

Very stongly agree

More community gardens and 
green space for mental health and 
wellbeing 
Do not destroy forest!
Very important (bullet 3)

Principle 8 1) 2) 3)
More bus stops on East Mall and 
Stadium Rd
Take into account the needs of 
the handicapped for vehicle 
access and parking
Make enough parking for the new 
neighbourhood

Principle 9 1) 2) 3)
Designing for adaptation and to 
changing climate involves not 
only infrastructure and 
technology but also human 
behaviour. 
Save some space for the 
community to determine future 
use 
Save space for rapid transit 
station

Other Towers COMMENTS

eternal construction in the name of best practices at UBC 

Case studies (local)



Shared garden space/rooftop green spaces for all to access 

Keep stadium where it is, and build residences around it. Improve traffic. 
Improve traffic 

Why not a UBC specific system? Smaller shuttles, longer hours
Getting Around - Transit

Focus on infrastructure: transportation and amenities

Design for mental health, a changing climate, and compassion and solidarity

House refugees
Big Idea

Development footprint not greater than 60%

Minimize traffic congestions (develop local community shuttle service)
Extend underground skytrain to Uni BLDV 
This is a blunder: See UC Davis or UCSB for what to do when all the young talented faculty 
leave 



MAP COMMENTS Location 
Walkable shops Wesbrook Village
Love the narrow roads that make  for a walkable and 
close knit community Wesbrook Village
I love walking the circuit east mall / 16th / SW Marine / 
around the stadium with my dog East Mall / 16th / SW Marine Dr. 
The stadium should remain where it is right now as a 
landmark / heritage facility. Some upgrade would be 
good Stadium
Please keep the forest!! Stadium 
We are fortunate to have a small forest inside the 
neighbourhood. Please keep it! Rhododendron Woods 
Walkway going through the Rose Garden allows 
community common space / opportunity for 
neighbours to gather on porches  / the walkways + 
promote informal social contact. Very neighborhood 
feel Rose Garden
Needs roads wide enough for passing traffic and 
service vehicles Wesbrook Village 
Host a design competition Stadium Neighborhood
Construction sites are too messy Wesbrook Village 
Affordability for faculty is a crisis! Stadium Neighborhood
Better street illumination needed on SW Marine Dr - 
Dark and dangerous SW Marine Dr 
There is no municipal right to vote - we have no say 
except as a complaint! UBC Farm

It's nice but is it nexessary? It comes at the expense of 
people living further away and higher rental prices UBC Farm
We need more neighbourhood shuttles. We are getting 
older and less able to walk everywhere! UBC Farm

The construction site should be cleaned up Student Union Blvd / Wesbrook Ave
Gated communities make space exclusionary even for 
people in the very neighborhood Hampton Place
Not enough commercial space for creative commercial 
activities Wesbrook Village 

Stop sign needs enforcement (Shrum Lane) Wesbrook Village (Shrum Lane)
Need place for teens to play sports (Vacant parcel 
working well) Wesbrook Village 
Construction site should be cleaned up if there is no 
future development Wesbrook Village 
Traffic plan is a disaster - the circles are going to get us 
all killed W 16th 



With more residents there will be more pressure on 
16th ave and Wesbrook roundabout. How about some 
consideration of 1 way traffic systems 16th / Wesbrook 
There is a lot of greenspace but neighborhood 
structure lends inteslf to coming home and closing 
doors/going inside. Feels commercial + cold / in 
constrast to hawthorn and Main Mall walking / 
gathering spaces Wesbrook Village 
The round-abouts  are very dangerous Wesbrook / 16th Ave roundabout

Keep stadium where it is and update around stadium Stadium Neighborhood
Provide more recreational field that are useful to the 
commuity and university (not sold to outside 
organizations i.e. Whitecaps)
The neighborhood is getting too tight with 
building/condos please do it smart way, keep the 
forest and space between condos Stadium Neighborhood
The parks in wesbrook are much more functional/kid 
appropriate. The hawthorn parks are strangely 
constructed /lack swings Wesbrook / Hawthorne 
Bring rapid transit to Uni Blvd (with options to extend it 
across UBC) West Mall
The traffic in this roundabout is very congested when 
there are events W 16th / Wesbrook
How to mitigate noises of varsity games & residential 
living Stadium Neighborhood
The transportation is terrible for residents - we cannot 
walk to the loop to get out of here East Campus 
When are you shutting down the university and just 
turning it into condos? UBC Farm (forest)
There are too many sports venues now! Let the 
indigenous interests ride on all the decisions Stadium

Works well
Misc.
Needs improvement



COMMENTS
Principle 1 1) 2) 3)

Stedward of the land. Building 
is not stewardship 

housing must be affordable by 
faculty and staff, not just wealthy 
investors 

We need to remember social 
sustainability consider 
reducing proposed density so 
there is more green space. 
Stadium neighborhood 
density is too high for this 
area and will not leave 
enough room for green space 
per person

Sustainable - affordable housing 
and variety o housing units for 
households 

Affordable, large enough 
apartments for faculty (3 
bedrooms) to avoid losing talent 
through housing problems 

Don't drive out present residents 
in favour of future development

Principle 2 1) 2) 3)

Minimize noise and traffic is 
key 

Systems noise control for 
both interior and exterior 
liveavility

The current position and 
orientation of Thunderbird 
Stadium is optimal for noise since 
most goes south and west where 
there are no residents. This could 
be maintained on future plan

This area may feel separate 
from Hawthorn and the 
Village in other words not knit 
together 

Build with wood (like Brock 
Commons) clean and quiet 
Any new stadium must address 
noise penetration to residential 
neighbourhood
Ensure traffic control and public 
transit provided 
Limit construction noise to 
normal working hours to 
minimize stress on surrounding 
areas 

Guiding Principles
Old Barn Community Centre- October 3, 2017



No shops. We already have the 
village and south campus. Give 
this place more peace and quiet 
and deep thinking time for the 
residents 

Principle 3 1) 2) 3)
Surely a complete campus 
community needs to include 
areas for enjoyment of 
nature 

More 3 bedroom units for faculty 
and staff

Families can't fit in 2 
bedrooms or less

Quality of life = enough green 
space/person. Build more co-
housing units for faculty and 
staff. We are very happy with our 
unit! Also helps create a great 
neighbourhood

Retain heritage elements of 
stadium and Tbird columns

Ban property speculation on 
campus (largetown in Wesbrook 
are half empty from this - does 
not contribute to a vibrant 
community)

Eatery for 
athletes/supporters/parents 
picking up kids

Non profit housing projects and 
less market housing, coops, 
cohousing, Abbey field

Childday care
Housing priority for UBC faculty, 
students, and residents

Integrated public transit
Needs based, priority to campus 
users

Is there a place to include 
more playgrounds and 
greenspace or children and 
young families?

Consider doing away with 
'market' housing. If for sale, sell 
at reasonable prices with priority 
to staff and faculty and students

Principle 4 1) 2) 3)

Exceptionally important
Save the tree cover as much as 
possible

Very important. We teach 
place-based learning to our 
education students

Keep as many trees and forest 
spaces on campus



No concrete. Use waterwise 
plantation principles when 
planning parks - they don't 
require irrigation
Save the trees 

Principle 5 1) 2) 3)
Need to include more natural 
outdoor learning spaces
Integrate and blend boundaries 
between living spaces and 
outdoor spaces
Hawthorn is a model 
neighbourhood has enough space 
for living

Principle 6 1) 2) 3)

The most important 

Housing priority for staff and 
faculty - very important for 
UBC to attract the best 
talent, however it has to pay 
for the stadium…

How to be affordable

Reducing housing costs may 
only truly be possible by 
ignoring market prices for 
property on campus and 
actually selling at reasonable 
prices

Extremely important
Principle 7 1) 2) 3)

Very important given the 
realities of climate change Trees

Many of the plantations that UBC 
properties have made are 
completely not sustainable 
without huge amuonts of 
irrigation

Very NB

Where is indigenous 
recognition and 
perspectives? 

Need to change to water-wise 
plantations and make better use 
of shade trees

Missing a lot of trees
Principle 8 1) 2) 3)

Super NB More community gardens

The stadium neighborhood is an 
ideal location for a second transit 
hub on campus. The main transit 
hub is relatively far for all 
neighborhoods at this end. 
Strongly recommended!



Very important
How transport systems affet 
existing neighbourhoods

More cross campus options - it 
takes longer to bus to transit 
center than to walk. But it's too 
far

The biking and walking 
prioritizing is great

Make sure that the 
Broadway Corridor Train 
makes its way to UBC make transit system

Extremely important
With transit options comes 
more need for bike parking

Efficient public transport to 
stadium - parking underneath the 
stadium

More plants and trees
Principle 9 1) 2) 3)

Very important, but hard to 
implement Include electrical charging station

Not important to me - self 
driving vehicles

Design durable, flexible and 
adaptable buildings (eg. 
Removeable wall, see Toronto 
Waterfront)

Other 
towers 

Could we go back to those first assumptions regarding the Land Use Plan "Does UBC need to 
keep growing" as Santa Ono said last week 

Stadium feels useless; parking creates too much wasted space

Think waterwise plantations to reduce water use / protect any trees
From faculty retention perspective, the new space should offer "larger" units for faculty 
members/families. This should be for sale, ideally more than 3 bedroom

Rental and market housing that is affordable for regular staff/faculty

Getting Around 

Cycling and pedestian routes between Norma Rose School from Hawthorne Neighbourhood 
need to be safer 
Cycling thourhg fields areas is challenging with lack of accesible acurbs, lighting, and bumpy 
and unsafe sidwalks

Big Idea
Give developers more total square footage to build if they would build 3+ bedroom unites 
(1600 square feet or more)

Rhodo woods will become a more isolated habitat area as the neighborhood is developed

COMMENTS
Green space

Rhodo will be impacted by 2500 more people



Misc.

This is incredible ugly - please avoid concrete mass on campus 

Noise isn't our biggets concern because we live in a neighborhood full of children
Do not destroy Rhodo woods
Spce for those with mental challenges and outreach workers or volunteers (expecially for 
international students) 
Please consider accomodation options for visiting parents or family members of international 
students 
Retain the stadium in the same location to preserve the green space next to the Botanical 
gardens and protect existing views

Consider underground parking and retain land for future rapid transitto reduce traffic (exp. 
During events) 

Noise control and safety both during and after construction 

This is a university  and students needs should take priority. Building designated sudent 
residences as well as a mix of other residences would help the area feel more connected to 
cmapus. Having students live neary would also increase the use of the stadium itself

Slow down development. It's eating up forests

Agreed: Slow down development. It's eating up forests

Have ample underground parking

Control noise and don't destroy trees

Protect the Rhododendron woods from damange, overcrowding and undue noise



MAP COMMENTS Location
Nice access to other parts of campus via Main Mall UBC Farm

Can these farm plots be relocated to larger UBC farm near 
wesbrook to make room for more residences/study spaces? UBC Farm
Walking path connects us to UBC! We feel part of campus 
(wesbrook is cut off) UBC Farm

Inviting open space for gathering / pelasant pedestrian malls UBC Farm

Farmers market and UBC Farm are fantastic for the community UBC Farm

Any new parking for the new stadium should be underground if 
possible to allow more space for housing/green space UBC Farm
All our friends and kids love Rhodedendron Rhodedendron Woods 
Main mall pedestrian path is excellent! Main Mall
Please don't touch those trees Ropes course 

If there are student residences being built, can a community 
shuttle be incorporated to bring them closer to academic 
buildings? Costs could be incorporated into residence fees UBC Farm

Please ensure any student residences built here incorporate lots of 
co-working study space for students since there is a distance 
between the residences and the libraries UBC Farm
Kids and family love the skate park Skatepark
Missing a lot UEL
The new pool is amazing University Blvd
There's a BBQ once a year Hampton Place by 16th Ave

Reading room for kids and parents society 
W 16th / Wesbrook mid 
neighborhood

Students going to see games and concerts are too noisy Hawthorne 
Students walking along Thunderbird Fridya and Saturday are very 
loud. Can they be routed elsewhere? UBC Farm
Need to have pedestrian-activated crosswalk for school children 
across East Mall and speed bumps UBC Farm
Speed bumps needed in block of East Mall between Thunderbird 
and Eagles drive (dangerous) UBC Farm

Residential buildings facing major street of key campus facilities UBC Farm
Access for school children from Hawthorne neighborhood to Rose 
Point school needs to be much safer UBC Farm
Please retain this forest in its natural state Ropes course 
Please keep the rhodedendron forest Rhodedendron Woods 
Don't cut down the trees Rhodedendron Woods 
No more high rises pelase Stadium Neighbourhood



The current footprint of the stadium is being underutilized. The 
stands are very far away from the field, and while nice it seems to 
be a waste. Making sure the stadium uses its footprint effeciently 
will help with other space concerns
With sadium redesign, please factor in the currently fans have to 
stare directly into the sun as it sets. With the redesign if it can help 
the fants watch easier 
Move parking underground Stadium
Needs better yeld sign 16th / SW Marine Dr
More residents may bring unbalance in UNCA area Stadium Neighbourhood

Noisy fans on building 24/7! Cant open windows in highrise Wesbrook Mall / Thunderbird Blvd

Building infrastrucutre could be better Wesbrook Mall / Thunderbird Blvd

Pave this path! It's a mudpuddle and main access point
Path between U Hill highschool / 
Wesbrook building 

Works well
Needs improvement



COMMENTS
Principle 1 1) 2) 3)

Develop a set of suust. Metrics 
with which to monitor 
community performance 
wenchwork and apply for 
awards

Real effort for sustainable 
water infrastructure - no more 
once through water features

(x2) Real effort for sustainable 
water infrastructure - no more 
once through water features

Include for own housing 
options for faculty + staff. UBC 
will attract and retain high 
level folks if they can see a 
longer-term future here

Faculy and staff co-housing 
would be the BEST 
Actions identified don't include 
any environmental 
sustainability. This doesn't fit 
well with the principle 
identified

With long-lived build 
architecture, don't go too 
trendy or glassy

Principle 2 1) 2) 3)

Pets! In an area considered to 
be so liveable and innovative, 
the inclusion of pets as a part 
of a healthy social life seems 
appropriate. Make sure to 
reform policy to allow pets to 
live on campus

Accessible play and park 
spaces. Sadly, woodchips are 
not accessible. We have lots of 
those. Let's add an accessible 
play space and green space for 
all.

Irving K Barber- October 5, 2017
Guiding Principles



Holiday events and decoration - 
UBC must be the only 
neighborhood in that doesn't 
decorate for winter holidays

Principle 3 1) 2) 3)

Donors are willing to pay and 
push for varsity excellences, 
but a complete campus 
community needs to rpvodie 
for the vast majority of the 
cmapus community who aren't 
varsity. 

Realizing the principle should 
foster active living, learning 
and playing among all 
community members w' 
accessible (tow to no cost) 
playing fields, etc. 

Faculty and staff co-housing to 
own, green college style 
(people who work at UBC 
including faculty can't afford to 
buy a house)

Principle 4 1) 2) 3)

Musqueam (SP?)
Use the botanical gardens as a 
master site of intereste and for 
design guidelines

Save more green space

Remember that we are on 
musqeaum land, highlighted 
through signs, info, culturally 
sensitive design, and art and 
inclusion of this group

Principle 5 1) 2) 3)
Keep the ropes course to 
continue to promote 
interaction, collaboration, and 
dialogue as well as community 
engagement
Remove the ropes course - 
severe damage to trees and 
lack of respect for the 
environment

Support and build innovative / 
interdisciplinary working 
spaces 



Indoor / outdoor collaboration 
and academic space. 
Sponsored by a particular 
faculty? 

Principle 6 1) 2) 3)
Increasing density and 
lowering square footage per 
person can help make the 
rentals and sale of properties 
more affordable 

As a grad student, it sure 
would be nice to be able to 
imagine moving onto campus 
following graduation

Living at campus is a big 
priority for me. I have a 5-
person house and work at UBC 
full time. Currently commute is 
1 hour/15 min by bus and 
skytrain. I would certainly try 
to rent at campus if it was no 
more than $200-300 more 
than my current place

Yes! All members, including 
staff and faculty and students . 
Will there be some mixed/ 
student /social housing

Principle 7 1) 2) 3)

There are insufficient green 
spaces in Wesbrook

Create spaces that actively 
contribute to enhancing 
biodiversity
Provide for a lot of urban 
agriculture opportunities

Principle 8 1) 2) 3)
People with handicaps 

Build-in facilities for cycling, 
storage, changerooms, bike 
paths, etc. having focus on 
cycling friendly infrastructure 
may significantly help promote 
cycling

Parking is already difficult in 
the area. Think about 
handicapped needs

Principle 9 1) 2) 3)

Keep up with car share parking

Covered bike parking / safe 
and well-marked bike lanes - 
especially on routes to schools, 
childcare, community centres

On campus bike share



Yes! (on campus bike share)

Other 
Towers 

COMMENTS

Faculty/staff co-housing (owned)
Interactive publiv spaces that engage
A zipline that goes down to the beach

Public foundtains/drinking water

Big Idea
Has to meet the needs of the UBC community; affordable, accessible, flexible 

Animal sanctuary with goats
Underground parking so residents have the change to enjoy the streets
Rooftop garden with a fountain



MAP COMMENTS Location 

this community works in ways few others do Acadia (south of tower)

Please make this path more accessible - all the 
families going to school (winter-friendly gravel, 
and flattened would be great! Acadia (south of tower)
I love the green on campus (lots of trees, lots of 
walkways, beautiful sceneries, views of the 
ocean, etc. Acadia (south of tower)

Increase connectivity (neighborhood and farm) UBC Farm forest
An amazing place UBC Farm  
Keep forest Stadium Neighbourhood
Integrate strongly between stadium/Botanical 
gardens (more attention to the botanical 
gardens) Botanical gardens
Bike lanes are a must for commuters and 
students Stadium Neighbourhood

Please retain, or improve, the loop around the 
stadium for cycling, and cycling races/training East mall / Surrounding stadium 
Keep this forest, add paths through it Ropes course

Safe crossing to wesbrook, especially for children Ropes course
Keep the forest! Tree area works well Ropes course
Great spot for a walk - more little forest trails 
please Asian studies building
Orchard commons worsk really well combining 
work and live and amenities Orchard commons
Playing field and free gym Marine drive Res

The community here is a great location to bring 
grad students and residents togethre Old barn community centre

This small piece of forest gives hope in humanity Rhododendron woods
Fully covered paths from exchange to major 
buildings would be appreciated Old Sub
This is an awaiting building, wish it was more 
open to the rest of the campus Iona Building

Zero cards in entire neighbourhood, only for 
walking and bikes (underground parking) Stadium Neighbourhood
Cognestied 4-way stops during rush house 
(morning) Agronomy Rd



Stop sign at Osoyoos Crse and Thunderbird would 
be great Acadia (south of tower)

Thunderbird b/w Wesbrook and Osoyoos cres is 
very dangerous for cyclists. Many families cycyle 
here. A continued bike lane would be awesome. 
NRP School as 830 kids this year and daycares Acadia (south of tower)
X2 Add a foot path connecting hawthorn and 
rhododendron to Pacific spirit park UBC Farm forest
Add trails here (far away fromhighway) UBC Farm forest
Keep forest UBC Farm forest
Safer biking path to Norma Rose Point East Mall
Cross light for kids commuting to school every 
day, pelase East Mall by soccer fields
Private sleeping spots for students who life of 
campus so they can rest between classes so they 
don't fall asleep in class General
Bike lane disappears mid-way. Where are the 
bikers supposed to go after the lane disappears, 
left in the middle of the road? Wesbrook Mall / Agronomy
Way too much non-faculty/staff ownership Wesbrook
This turn about is so dangerous for bikers (bike 
lanes just disappear) Wesbrook / 16th Ave
A complete joke in the face of student 
affordability Wesbrook
Open the gate North botanical garden
Retail space/green grocer Stadium
Community gardens are lovely Hawthorne
Faculty and staff co-housing please! UBC will 
attract and retain high lievel people if they can 
see a long-term life here (like green college style, 
for own family space) Stadium Neighbourhood
Wasted parking space ( reserved spaces that are 
never actually used) Marine dr res
Air conditing (central heating and cooling system 
doesn't exist, and it gets very hot inside when 
sunny) Marine dr res
Keep hawthorn culture/flow intact Hawthorn
Safety crossing SW Marine at Stadium Road to 
Garden Stadium Neighbourhood
Reduce # of lanes Marine dr
Improve public transit to Botanical Gardens
Improve bike lanes to and from Hawthorn / 
Stadium Stadium Neighbourhood
Improving parking and bike lanes Hawthorn
Surface parking? Waste of space. Underground is 
better and housing on top Stadium Neighbourhood



Allow larger units for faculty rentals (3/4 
bedrooms) Hawthore place
Only two professor live in this building. Not 
anywhere close to 20%. Why not make stadium 
80% faculty 6333 Larkin
Street parking has become increasingly 
challenging. Underground parking in new 
neighborhood Hawthorne / Stadium Neighborhood
This forest patch was a key selling point for us to 
purchase our unit - plesae keep it! Rhododendron woods

Temporary walkways are slippery and dangerous Gage Area

Improve wayfinding (entrances/lights/pathway) Gage Near N Parkade

Around the bus loop too much construction, 
more access points to public transport Bus loop (near nest)
Precedent * Washington State University Rec 
Centre Athletic Core

Bikes and cars and buses sharing road? Really? U Bldv

Works well
Misc.
Needs improvement



Map Comments Location
Cleanlieness of the campus general

Environment is clean, schools are great, the forest, it's quiet general
Closeness to bus loop' close to village, restaurants UEL by Chancellor palce 
Reconciliation pole! by Forestry Building
Variety of facilities Main mall or general
Apple fest! Botanical gardens
Good when not in use for public  as play space Stadium
Lots of open fields for playing sports Thunderbird Park (sports core)
Faster Wi-Fi Thunderbird Park (sports core)
Great for games and more Rhododendron Woods
Near the school close to the park area Wesbrook
Contemporary building style (i.e. U Hill secondary school, 
Norma Rose Point School, and WCC building) Wesbrook
Lots of forests UBC Farm (forest)
Make possible pedestrian bridge or tunnel W 16th by Stadium
Community Centre Wesbrook
Environment (trees) Pacific Spirit Park

Close to most ideal places to walk to. Building design 5 star! Wesbrook
Clean Wesbrook
Fresh Air Wesbrook
Faster Wifi Bus exchange

More retail stores (clothes, etc.) closest mall is far from campus University Boulevard
The separate neighbourhood feeling Changellor place 
Expensive food, restaurants University Marketplace
More restaurants! More shopping mall, more libraries around 
wesbrook Wesbrook

Bigger skatepark Thunderbird Boulevard (skatepark)
Big parking lot taking up space Thunderbird Boulevard
Indoor skatepark Stadium Neighbourhood
Affordability Wesbrook
Need more houses! Wesbrook
Works well Needs improvement

UNA Youth

Your Big Idea

Garden space accessible by public to make personal gardens



Plant more flowers and a wider variety of trees

Creativity: sharing bicycles, in China there are many sharing bicycle companies that invest in this 
service. You spend around 25c to ride them. However, the problem is how to keep the bike sorganized 
and not affecting the traffic
More housing, more affordable

E-Taxi for campus: On campus only, AI-driving taxis, preferably low-cost, or motorbikes or smaller 
vehicle sto help tranport. Use phone to call/order.
Stress relief centre full of animals

More public time at rec center, or a new one 

Integration of art and building creation (a public mural, street art, use UBC students as resources
Keep the trees (#wesavetrees)
Artistic exterior that is both cool and weird
Add more basketball hoops outdoors

A building with intricate designs inside and out. Winding hallways leadig to rooms for studying (harry 
potter themed)

Safety! Recently, a lot of terrible murder or crime happened. I hope UBC can set more monitors around. 
Moreover, we should strengthen supervision to those criminals who just released from jail. For thos 
criminals who made serious crime, they should wear device at all time to be located. 

Illumination of streets and the constant changing of the bulbs
New community centre

We should have a compus-wide app to notify people if this is something cultural happening or if there is 
a disaster on campus. Facebook, twitter and other social media would also bring people of campus 
together




